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LONDON: Novak Djokovic and Roger Federer
can inch closer to a Wimbledon title showdown
today when they make landmark appearances in
the quarter-finals. World number one Djokovic,
chasing a sixth title at the All England Club and
record-equaling 20th Grand Slam, plays his 50th
quarter-final at the majors. The Serb tackles
Marton Fucsovics, the first Hungarian man to get
this far since 1948.

Federer, just five weeks shy of his 40th birthday,
is in his 18th Wimbledon quarter-final and 58th at
the majors. He faces either second seed Daniil
Medvedev or Hubert Hurkacz with their last-16 tie
still to be decided due to Monday’s rain. Having
already become just the third man to win all four
Slams more than once by lifting his second French
Open last month, Djokovic now has another record
in his sights. He is halfway to a rare calendar Grand
Slam, a feat only achieved by two other men — Don
Budge in 1938 and Rod Laver in 1962 and 1969.

As a result, the 34-year-old is already being
hailed as the greatest player of all time, surpassing
even Federer and the absent Rafael Nadal. “I feel
privileged and honored of course and very happy
to be in this position to make history in the sport,”
said Djokovic. “At the same time I need to go about
my everyday routines and everyday life on the tour
pretty much the same way that I feel it has reaped
a lot of success for me.”

‘Left in the tank’
Djokovic enjoys a 2-0 head-to-head record over

29-year-old Fucsovics who has made the last-eight
of a Slam for the first time. Fucsovics knocked out
fifth seed Andrey Rublev in the fourth round in five
sets after the Russian had swept their previous four
matches in a nine-month spell.

Worryingly for the Hungarian, Djokovic has only
faced nine break points through four rounds at the
tournament. Federer, chasing a ninth Wimbledon title,
boasts a 3-0 advantage over Medvedev and won his
only meeting against Poland’s 18th-ranked Hurkacz.

“We’ll see how much more I got left in the tank,”
said 39-year-old Federer, the oldest man to make the
quarter-finals in the Open Era. He struggled in his
opener against Adrian Mannarino who had to retire
injured at two sets each.

“I felt like now I’ve had some good progress. I’m
taking the ball earlier. Obviously I’ve gotten used to
the conditions, gotten used to the balls, the court
speed,” said Federer whose comfortable last-16 win
against Lorenzo Sonego was the 105th of his
Wimbledon career. Should Federer reach the semi-
finals, he will face either Italian seventh seed Matteo
Berrettini or Felix Auger-Aliassime, the 16th-seeded
Canadian. Berrettini, the Queen’s Club winner, has
emerged as a champion-in-waiting should Djokovic
or Federer falter. He has fired a tournament-leading
67 aces and dropped serve just twice.

Rap and romance
Berrettini reached his maiden Slam quarter-final at

the French Open last month where he lost to
Djokovic. Auger-Aliassime, 20, is in the last-eight of a
Slam for the first time after knocking out German
fourth seed Alexander Zverev in five sets.

The two are close friends while their respective
girlfriends are cousins. Auger-Aliassime is dating
Nina Ghaibi while Berrettini is romantically involved
with Australian player Ajla Tomljanovic who reached
the women’s quarter-finals. Berrettini defeated his
friend in the final of the Stuttgart grass court final in
2019. “Both our girlfriends are cousins, so it just hap-
pens that we spend a lot of time together,” said
Auger-Aliassime.

Today will see two Canadian men in the last-eight
of a Slam for the first time with Denis Shapovalov
taking on Russia’s Karen Khachanov. Shapovalov, a
quarter-finalist at the US Open last year, holds a 1-0
career edge over Khachanov, who made the French
Open last-eight in 2019, following a win at the 2019
Davis Cup.

Left-handed Shapovalov followed up his win over
two-time champion Andy Murray with a straight-sets
victory over 2019 semi-finalist Roberto Bautista Agut.
Khachanov has hit with Shapovalov — and even
admits he’s a fan of the Canadian’s venture into rap
music with French player Corentin Moutet.

“I was sitting with my wife Veronika watching

(Moutet playing in Mallorca on the eve of
Wimbledon), and I told her, You know that he’s a rap-
per, you know? She said, Oh, really? I said, Yeah, he
has a remix with Denis. We were listening to that. It
was a fun one.” — AFP

Djokovic, Federer in Wimbledon
landmarks as title showdown nears

LONDON: Switzerland’s Roger Federer celebrates win-
ning against Italy’s Lorenzo Sonego during their men’s
singles fourth round match on the seventh day of the
2021 Wimbledon Championships at The All England
Tennis Club in Wimbledon, southwest London, on
Monday. — AFP

Anderson scores twice
as Montreal stays
alive in NHL finals
LOS ANGELES: Josh Anderson’s second goal at 4:21 of
overtime lifted the Montreal Canadiens to a 3-2 victory
over the Tampa Bay Lightning in game four of the 2021
Stanley Cup finals. Anderson’s game winner came
moments after Montreal had killed off a four-minute
Tampa powerplay and it cut the Lightning’s series lead to
3-1 in the best-of-seven NHL championship series.

“We understood the hole that we were in, but we just
kind of talked about it: Find a way to win one game here,”
Montreal forward Brendan Gallagher said. “(Anderson)
stepped up and scored a couple of big goals for us.”
Anderson, who opened the scoring in the first period,
dove out front and chipped the puck over the right leg
pad of Tampa goaltender Andrei Vasilevskiy, sparking a
wild celebration in front of the pandemic-limited crowd
of 3,500 at the Bell Centre arena. The goal kept Montreal
alive in the playoffs as they avoided being swept in four
straight games in a finals series for the first time since
1952 when they lost to Detroit.

Montreal have struggled to keep pace with the
Lightning’s explosive offence in the finals, but Canadiens
fans are hoping that Anderson’s two goals and goaltender
Carey Price’s improved play on Monday will give them a
confidence boost moving forward. The series now
switches back to Florida on Wednesday night. “We didn’t
want to end it tonight in front of our fans,” Anderson said.
“We expected to go to Tampa. I think everybody in that
locker room did.”

Montreal killed off a double minor penalty to captain
Shea Weber to start the overtime and then created one of
their best scoring chances while shorthanded when
Canada’s Nick Suzuki got free for an open shot but
Vasilevskiy got his pad on it.

The puck immediately went down to the other end of
the ice where Price robbed Brayden Point in close as
both goaltenders made huge saves early in the extra ses-
sion. Price had his best game of the series, finishing with
32 saves in the second of two straight games in Montreal
which is hosting its first Stanley Cup final since winning
their most recent Cup in 1993.

Montreal has won 24 Stanley Cups more than any
other team in history while the Lightning are trying to
win their second in as many seasons and third overall.
History though is not on Montreal’s side, as teams that
have gone down 3-0 in the final’s first three games have
lost 26 of the last 27 series.

Heading into game four, the Lightning had outclassed
the Canadiens, using their superior speed, offensive skill
and playoff experience to open up a substantial series
lead. Montreal’s coaches have also struggled to match
wits with Tampa’s boss Jon Cooper, whose staff includes
former Canadien forward Jeff Halpern. But Price was the
difference-maker, setting the tone early in the first period
with a point-blank save off Tampa’s Blake Coleman. He
also got a little help from his goal post late in third. With

the score deadlocked, Tampa forward Nikita Kucherov
hit the post on a deflection from the side of the net.

Price was right
“What could we have done different? Probably not hit

as many posts as we hit,” Cooper said. Anderson drew
first blood at 15:39 of the first by getting open in front of
the Tampa net. Suzuki hit him with a perfectly timed pass
from the behind the goal that Anderson snapped past
Vasilevskiy. Tampa forward Barclay Goodrow scored late
in the second to tie it 1-1. American Ryan McDonagh did
the heavy lifting on the play forcing a turnover to keep
the puck in the Montreal zone and then getting a
rebound and delivering a no-look back pass to a wide
open Goodrow.

Defenceman Alexander Romanov restored Montreal’s
lead at 8:48 of the third, making it 2-1. But Tampa’s Pat
Maroon tied it 2-2 five minutes later, finishing off a two-
on-one with Mathieu Joseph. Maroon is seeking to win
his third straight Stanley Cup having won last season with
Tampa and in 2019 with St Louis.—AFP

Paqueta sends
Brazil past Peru into
Copa America final
RIO DE JANEIRO: Star forward Neymar set up Lucas
Paqueta to score the only goal as hosts Brazil beat Peru
1-0 on Monday to qualify for the Copa America final. The
semi-final was a repeat of the last final, two years ago,
when a Brazil team shorn of the injured Neymar also tri-
umphed on home soil.

The Selecao will play either Lionel Messi’s Argentina
or Colombia, who meet in Brasilia today, in Saturday’s
final at Rio de Janeiro’s iconic Maracana stadium. “I want
Argentina. I’m supporting Argentina because I have
friends there and Brazil will win the final,” said Neymar.
“Paqueta is a great player, he’s getting better in every
game and in every game with the national team,” he said
about the 23-year-old match winner, who plays his club
football for Lyon in France. “He’s just had a great season
with his club and is showing that he can be a very impor-
tant player for the Brazilian national team.”

Gallese thwarts Brazil
Brazil totally dominated the first half at the empty

Nilton Santos stadium in Rio but had to survive some
nervous moments after the break before securing a spot
in the final. They opened up Peru on eight minutes as
Paqueta’s pass sent Richarlison in behind the defense, but
after beating goalkeeper Pedro Gallese to the ball, the
forward tried to pull it back to Neymar who blazed high
and wide under pressure.

Gallese spilled a fierce Casemiro free-kick from dis-
tance but gathered the loose ball before winger Everton
could turn in the rebound. Brazil were turning the screw
and Everton cut in off the right flank but shot straight at
Gallese. The Peruvian shot-stopper was the busiest play-
er on the pitch in the first quarter and after saving anoth-
er Casemiro piledriver from distance he made an incredi-
ble double point blank save from Neymar and then
Richarlison.

And when Gallese suffered a rush of blood to the head
and charged out of his area only to be beaten to the ball
by Richarlison, Brazil couldn’t capitalize as Peru’s defend-
ers threw themselves in front of Everton’s shot. Peru were
non-existent as an attacking force and when they did
manage to win a corner just after the half hour, they end-
ed up playing the ball all the way back to Gallese. Brazil
deservedly took the lead 10 minutes before halftime after
Peru gave the ball away in midfield for the umpteenth
time. Neymar’s twinkling toes got him free of three
defenders in the box and he teed up Paqueta to fire home
from 12 yards.

Self-preservation
Peru finally had their first attempt at goal on the

counter attack four minutes after halftime, but goalkeeper
Ederson comfortably parried Gianluca Lapadula’s pow-
erful drive. Soon after, Raziel Garcia shot wide twice in
quick succession as Peru showed far greater ambition
than during the first period.

Peru were now on top with Garcia at the heart of their
attack and his shot on the hour mark was parried by
Ederson. Brazil started to wrestle back control and
Everton shot straight at Gallese before Neymar blazed
well over the bar. Peru should have been level nine min-
utes from time when Yoshimar Yotun fired a free-kick
into the box and Alexander Callens beat Ederson to the
ball but headed wide from just six yards out. It would
prove their last chance and coach Ricardo Gareca rued
their slow start. “We paid for being slow to settle into the
game,” he said. —AFP

Romania’s canoeing
champions 
take on water
MILA 23, Romania: Mila 23 — a fishing hamlet of
some 450 people in the heart of the Danube Delta —
has produced a stream of world and Olympic canoeing
medals for Romania. But it is running out of momen-
tum, raising concerns for the future of a sport that is
central to the country’s sporting success.

In the past children in Mila 23, which is only acces-
sible by boat, learned to row from an early age, and
since the 1960s, around twenty have become Olympic,
world or European champions. In total, Romania has
won 34 Olympic medals in the sport, including ten gold
medals. But now in Mila 23, weeds have overgrown
rotten wooden canoes abandoned on the Danube’s
sandy banks and at the back of gardens as locals pre-
fer motorboats, and money to support canoeing as a
sport has also dried up.

Fading sport
“It was a way out of poverty because my parents

could not afford to keep me in school,” former
European canoe vice-champion Chiriac Marcov told
AFP. Forced to stop rowing shortly after the 2000
Sydney Olympics following a muscle tear, the 44-year-
old now earns a living working in construction.

Chiriac, who is from the Russian-speaking Lipovan
minority, like most other villagers, says he regrets that
children now are unlikely to follow his path. Vasile
Diba, the 1976 Olympic kayak champion from
Jurilovca, an hour by boat from Mila 23, shares those
regrets. Diba says the communist regime — which fell
in 1989 — used to cover the expenses to train children
from a young age, eager to show off its superiority
everywhere, including in sports. But now underfunded
and undermined by the lack of interest of children
more attracted by new technology, Romanian canoeing
has lost its luster.

After a slow decline, the country’s canoe federation
was also suspended in 2016 for a year for doping.
“Before, hunger pushed parents to send their children
to play sports. Today they have to pay for the equip-
ment, for the preparation courses,” Diba told AFP.

The 66-year-old used to row for the Interior
Ministry’s Dinamo Bucharest club, which was battling
with Steaua, sponsored by the army. The two clubs
had an intense rivalry across a number of sports. Those
who remain kayak enthusiasts in Mila 23, like 16-year-
old Paul Marcov, are left with few chances to shine.
“Last year I won a kayak competition, but this year no
one is organizing it,” the teenager said.

Tokyo hopes
At the Tokyo Olympics, only two athletes — Catalin

Chirila and Victor Mihalachi — will row for Romania.
“Of the thirteen teenagers recruited at the same time
as me, I am the only one still canoeing,” Chirila, 23, told
AFP last month while training at Snagov, 30 kilometres
(18 miles) north of Bucharest.

Under a leaden sky, his canoe glides over the sil-
very waters of the lake, bordered by imposing villas
before a passing jet-ski causes strong waves that dis-
turb his rhythm. Coach Florin Popescu, an Olympic
canoe champion at the 2000 Sydney Games, says the
jet skis often disrupt the training “but we cannot do
anything about it”.—AFP

RIO DE JANEIRO: Brazil’s Danilo (left) and Peru’s
Gianluca Lapadula vie for the ball during their
Conmebol 2021 Copa America football tournament
semi-final match at the Nilton Santos Stadium in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, on Monday. — AFP

JURILOVCA, Romania: Vasile Diba, 66, former kayak
Olympic champion at Montreal in 1976, rows a boat on
Razim lake in the village of Jurilovca, Romania, on
June 22, 2021. — AFP

MONTREAL: Josh Anderson #17 of the Montreal Canadiens is congratulated by his teammates after scoring the
game-winning goal to give his team the 3-2 win against the Tampa Bay Lightning as Blake Coleman #20 reacts
during the first overtime period in Game Four of the 2021 NHL Stanley Cup Final at the Bell Centre on Monday in
Montreal, Quebec, Canada. — AFP

Fans urged to 
stay away from
Olympic marathon 
TOKYO: The public will be urged not to line the
route of the Olympic marathon over fears that
crowds of fans could spread the coronavirus,
Tokyo 2020 organizers said yesterday. With less
than three weeks before the pandemic-postponed
Games begin, concern is growing over a rebound
in virus cases in Japan.

“In view of the current COVID-19 situation, it
will be necessary to reduce the risk of infection
by restricting the movement of members of the
public,” organizers said in a statement about the
marathon and race walk events. “It has therefore
been decided to ask the public to refrain from
spectating along the course.”

The marathon was at the center of controversy
in the original build-up to the 2020 Games, when
it was moved to northern Sapporo from Tokyo to
avoid the capital’s punishing summer heat. The
women’s and men’s marathon finals are among the
last events at this summer’s Games and will take
place on August 7 and 8.

At a marathon rehearsal event in Sapporo in
May, security guards stood with signs around
their necks asking people to “please refrain from
watching the race” to prevent infections. That
event had unfolded in a muted atmosphere, with
scattered onlookers in facemasks clapping but
refraining from cheering, to avoid spreading
droplets.—AFP


